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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS...
WhaT IS aErOSENTE?

aerosente is a Northern Illinois based manufacturer and distributor of vintage and classic scale sailplane kits. We offer a full line of wood gliders and sailplanes starting with 
simple hand toss gliders and culminating with vintage and classic large scale sailplanes. Our kits are designed and or adapted by folks like Tom martin, Tom Bode and Tony 
Elliott. We also offer a nice selection of Frank/John Zaic, JaSCO/JETCO kits from the golden age of soaring. mike Smock and Tom martin are the proprietors of the aerosente 
Glider Workshop.

Why WE dO ThIS

This is a hobby and a business for us... a labor of love (nobody in the business of selling kits is in it for the money, at best you squeak out a modest income doing this). We 
started Aerosente because we love sailplanes - especially classic and vintage versions. We love building them and flying them, and Aerosente is a way of sharing this hobby 
with others. So what we’re saying is that we are not Nordstroms nor are we amazon. We don’t have millions of dollars invested in technology, We don’t have operators stand-
ing by to take your phone calls, we are not ISO 9001 certified and we are not your servants. We don’t look at you as a customer or a business transaction, you’re a fellow 
enthusiast and over time perhaps a friend.  

ThIS PLaCE IS a LITTLE mESSy ISN’T IT?

If you spend any time on the aerosente web site you will see that there is a lot of stuff there. you will also notice that it is a touch messy, not unlike our shop, but if you 
give us a minute or two we’ll generally find whatever we’re looking for. It is not unusual to have a visitor spend several hours on the site reading articles and looking at the 
photos. most of our kits come with a lot of detail published on the web site. detail like manuals, build logs, historical photos, documentation, videos, etc. Publishing all this 
content comes with a hazard - it is difficult to make sure everything is up-to-date and accurate. So from time to time you may stumble across something that is inaccurate or 
out-of-date - for example when we update all the prices or contents of our kits we may miss a couple of old prices or spec’s. If we do miss something we’ll notify you to let 
you know what the new price is or how the kit contents have been modified and then give you the option of continuing or refunding your money.  

IF yOU dON’T LIkE TO BUILd ThEN yOU WON’T LIkE OUr kITS

If you’re looking at building a scale model for the first time it is important to understand a simple dynamic. We do this because we love the building process at least as much 
as we do flying the aircraft. If you don’t like to build or you are expecting a model that is almost ready to fly then you’ve come to the wrong place. It’s interesting to hear 
some guys say “why would I pay hundreds or thousands of dollars for a model that I then need to spend hundreds of hours building?” Well the answer is simply because we 
like to build. Building is entertainment for us. Flying is fun. When you pencil it out, compared to other forms of entertainment - building scale models is darn cheap, and your 
wife will always know where she can find you!

yOU dON’T GET dETaILEd BUILd maNUaLS WITh OUr kITS

If you’re the fussy type that needs everything to be perfect then don’t get started building scale kits. Or, if you’re the type that actually reads the instructions before you 
put something together then don’t get started building scale kits. While some of our kits have manuals, most do not and require the builder to “noodle” things out on his own 
via the plans, build logs and interacting with the build community. all our kits have been designed by other hobbyists, not aerodynamic engineers - which means from time to 
time there will be errors on the plans or the parts that you’ll need to correct. most of the time we point these errors out - but not always.  

WE arE aLWayS aVaILaBLE By PhONE Or EmaIL 

The reason we mention everything above is to make sure you understand what you’re getting into before you order. If you have any questions or potential concerns before 
you order then please give us a call at 415.246.4337 or email us at bolt55@aerosente.com. after you’ve ordered if you have any questions call us or email us. remember what 
I said in the first paragraph about “not having operators standing by”? The reason for that is because we take all our own calls and answer all the emails. Generally speaking 
we try to take all calls as they come in and I respond to all emails the day we get them. We do ask that you not leave voicemail. Some of you will call and leave a detailed 5 
minute voicemail that requires me to write stuff down and listen to it several times to understand what you said. Instead send an email. We check email about 10 times an 
hour. 

WhaT COmES IN a kIT?

We sell skinny kits and fat kits. Skinny kits come with the plans and laser cut parts only. Fat kits come with laser cut parts, canopy, instrument panel, hardware and plans 
- each fat kit is a little different so check the kit specs to see exactly what you’re getting. you will need to buy the long stock (spars, stringers, leading and trailing edges) 
and wing/fuselage sheeting, miscellaneous hardware and covering. Some of my kits have a detailed “buy-out” list for all the additional parts and pieces you need to buy, but 
many do not. We always recommend that you wait until you have the plans and the parts in hand before you do your buy-outs. do your own take-off from the plans and gen-
erate your own list. And of course you will supply the servos, and other on-board electronics. Each kit has it’s own specification so please review it to see exactly what you’re 
getting and call me if you have any questions.

WhEN WILL my kIT ShIP?

most of the time within 7 days of placing your order. Pinpointing the exact date is impossible because of how we run this business. We try to batch our orders, packing and 
shipping. Which means the date your order ships is contingent upon how many other orders we get and when we get them. We will not call you when your kit ships, but we 
will email you the shipping information so you can track your order.

WILL aNy OF my ParTS BE PLaCEd ON BaCkOrdEr?

Everything should ship within 7 days of your order except for custom fabricated parts like canopies and instrument panels. From time to time our suppliers may extend their 
deliveries to us which will require us to put items on backorder. We try to keep stock items on custom parts but we’re not always able to match supply and demand. If we’re 
out of stock then it should generally be another 30 days before the item ships out. Because canopies and instrument panels are installed towards the latter part of the build 
this isn’t a problem. Please call us or email us bolt55@aerosente.com to confirm if you have any concerns about backorders. 

WhaT aBOUT rETUrNS aNd rEFUNdS?

As I said above we are not Nordstroms - we can’t offer “no questions asked returns and refunds”. Because of the nature of the kit business it is very difficult to accept returns 
because of the hassle of repacking them, shipping them, and then being able to return them in good order to stock. Which is why we have attempted to explain in detail 
what you get and what you don’t get from aerosente. Because of the delicate nature of some of the parts from time to time the shipping process may damage some balsa 
parts. most of the time you can repair the damage with a little Ca. If not we’ll cut and ship replacement parts. If anything is missing from the kit we will ship it out to you 
as soon as you let us know. Beyond broken parts or missing parts, if you just want to return your kit they we will have to charge a 20% restocking fee and you’ll need to pay 
for shipping. Once we get the kit back I’ll refund your payment less 20%. Visit our company store at www.gliderworkshop.com where you can browse from the hundreds of 
products that we now offer. and of course should you have questions at all call us at 415.246.4337 or email us at bolt55@aerosente.com. 

NEWS FROM 
THE SHOP

JANUARY 2012
Happy New Year!  May 2012 be your best year ever! We had 
a big Christmas season this year.  Seems as if Santa  was 

inundated by requests for sailplanes and gliders. 

We have a new addition to the shop. Gus. He’s a 
Corgi-Beagle mix and smart as a whip. We picked him up 

Christmas day from the dog pound.  I’m working on his 
micrometer reading skills  so that he can help enter our  

inventory as it comes in. 

This month we interview Len Buffington a 
quite fascinating chap with probably the coolest 

scale saiplane fleet on the planet. 

Thanks for reading!
MIKE & TOM
Proprietors

The Aerosente Glider Workshop
Island  Lake  January 2012
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Gus the shop dog.

PhOTO OF ThE mONTh - Gus the shop dog.



1950 SOARING NATIONALS
From the mark Nankivil photo archive

SGS 1-23
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Father and son.

LEN

BUFFINGTON
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LEN BUFFINGTON feature article

 

EaCh mONTh WE 

FEaTUrE aN arTICLE Or

INTErVIEW OF 

INTErEST TO SCaLE 

mOdELErS. ThIS mONTh

mIkE INTErVIEWS 

LEN BUFFINGTON

One of those 
tender father 
son moments

This months interview is with Len Buffington. Len is a one of the founders of rC aErOTOWING.COm the premier site for scale aero towing worldwide. 

mIkE: LET’S STarT WITh yOU TELLING US a LITTLE aBOUT yOUrSELF...

LEN: I'm 48 yrs old, I have been modeling since I was a kid, starting out with control line and free flight with a local modeling club based out of a tiny hobby shop in the little seaside town of Niantic CT. 

During my Junior year in high school I moved on to building and flying radio control airplanes. My first airplane was a Sig Cadet, followed very shortly with a Goldberg Gentle Lady. I always knew I would be flying sailplanes someday. I remember sit-
ting in study hall reading R/C Modeler Magazine from cover to cover. One issue had pictures and a story about flying scale sailplanes in the Swiss Alps and I would daydream about that for years. I flew every day after school and on weekends when I 
could, the local National Guard camp was close and they would let me fly there.

I auditioned for the clubs "Airshow Team" later that year and was lucky enough to be chosen. When I look back at that time, It was a big event in my early life, and being around older and very talented builders and flyers helped me develop habits 
and skills that I still employ to this day.

Got my PP license two years after high school. 

I purchased an Ultralight dealership in the mid 80's, selling Challenger, Buccaneer and Eipper ultralights. I sold and assembled ultralights and would teach people to fly. Eventually I sold the franchise.

http://www.rcaerotowing.com/
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da Powered 38% hempel decathlon. This 150cc beauty is one of the front line tow 
planes on the aerotow circuit. It will tow well in excess of 100lbs
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FEATURE ARTICLE BUFFINGTON

Other interests took over, Sailing was becoming a passion. I decided to learn to sail Catamarans in the mid 90's 
and with another local sailor, won National Championship in 1996. Onto the next challenge, Ocean Sailing. One 
of my high school classmates went onto crewing for the americas Cup winning Stars and Strips when it was in 
australia but I never made it that far. Only a few local races and then the Newport to Bermuda race. 

kids were being born, so staying close to home was now more desirable than sailing.

Full scale flying was taking my time. I purchased a Piper Arrow and worked hard to obtained and instrument rat-
ing. I kept that plane for 10 year and over 1200 hrs of flight time.

I always love Canard airplanes, and finally bought an experimental Velocity XLRG. This endeavor took the bet-
ter part of 5 yrs. 

Once it was flying, I needed another challenge. I was sitting in the hanger one afternoon looking at a Sailplane 
I had purchase from someone about 8 years earlier and never flew it. It was a 5 meter Fox. I had hung it from 
the ceiling of the hanger and it sat there for all these years. Now was the time, I'm was going to learn to aero-
tow. That was the beginning of my involvement in aerotowing.

mIkE: WhaT IS yOUr day JOB? 

LEN: Out of high school, I worked for my dad as a carpenter, but I needed to get out and explore. I took a job 
as a salesman for a window company and learned a ton. Later, I worked 4 years for a flight training company ( 
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PIC ) selling Instrument training. Currently I own a construction company and an exterior cleaning company. I 
also spend some time consulting start-up companies with market plans and strategies. 

mIkE: yOUr dad hELPS yOU OUT FrOm TImE TO TImE, dOESN’T hE...

LEN: My dad has been the major influence on me. I always look back to the early years of building, they were 
tough times, but he never showed it. although he was never interested in model airplanes, he would always 
come down to the basement and see what I was building. Since I was more interested in model airplanes than 
drinking and doing drugs, he was fine with the house smelling like dope. ( not that kind ) Even though my dad is 
now in his late 70's, he still keeps active building with me. although not airplanes, whenever I have a cabinet or 
trailer to build, he's the first one there. I really enjoy that time.

mIkE: TELL US mOrE aBOUT rC-aErOTOWING...

LEN: as for rcaerotowing.com, the Website grew from a need and was the result of a group effort.

Somewhere for newcomers to go and find all the answers in one place, without searching for hours and getting 
discouraged 
 
I wanted to see aerotowing grow in the US. It's big in Europe, why not here? We just needed to get new people 
to give it a try.

Over the previous two summers aerotowing has been my main focus. I had been fortunate to be able to travel 
and meet some great people across the country. during the summer of 2010, I traveled to Switzerland and 

Scale cockpit detail is pretty standard on high end sailplanes coming out of 
Europe. This 6.6 meter arcus from h-models has two seats and a big clear 

canopy, so you better keep the front office in order.
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Germany with a fellow aerotowing buddy to give slope soaring a try. during this trip, I began to think about 
creating a site to share these experiences as well as preserve lessons we've all learned. When starting out in 
aerotowing, I would search the Web for hours looking for answers to questions. Typically the link would be to 
a thread on a popular forum but having to wade through pages and pages of jibber jabber before getting the 
answer. Why not have a website where we could put all this information and organize it for easy retrieval. 

Getting started in aerotowing had to be easier if we were going to make this segment of the hobby grow. Thats 
about where the thought stayed for the next few months.

In November 2010, I was in Cumberland md at and aerotow. Sitting down at dinner with dave darr, a local club 
member and fellow trouble maker. We began discussing the thought of a website. We left that evening, both 
energized about the prospect of growing the sport. We hired a web developer and the games began. after 

a slow start, we finally got the site looking like something. We had accumulated a core team of volunteers 
to help and provide content. We traveled around the East Coast filming video segments and attending trade 
shows to spread the word. Jim Dolly, a field owner and operator from the Cumberland MD area, put together a 
very good beginner section along with some very well done video segments for the site. as we got closer the 
launch date, the troubles began. We ran into some technical issues that really hung us up. The problems were 
many and the time was running out. That's when things turned for the better. 

By chance, I was contacted by a fellow modeler, sailplane pilot and premier web developer from australia, 
henry kobylinski. he had heard about the site coming on line and offered his help. he handle the problems 
and solve the issues we had without ever complaining.  Without henryk, the site would not be what it is today. 
Overall, it took less than 5 months to launch the website and forum, but countless hours of work by our team. 
We launched the site at an official party in the same town the process began.

Even though the Tugs take a beating, a little effort and trim 
will make the cowl look like a full scale aircraft. This is the 
business end of another front line towplane, the Top models 

3.2m Pilatus Porter with a da 120 doing the pulling.
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mIkE: yOU haVE aN ImPrESSIVE FLEET WhaT TyPES OF aIrCraFT haVE yOU BUILT/FLOWN?

LEN: I have flown everything from the Flying Witch, The Doghouse, R/c parachutist, etc. I did some pattern fly-
ing but much more prefer scale planes. Never much for warbirds, I like civilian scale. LOVE float flying. 
most of my early planes were built from kits, a couple scratch builds. When I returned to the hobby 3 years ago 
I was shocked at the advances in battery technology and the amount of arF's on the market.  as for the arF's, 
its a double edge sword. Its made it easy for people to get into rC, but the skills that people would acquire 
when building their own plane are non existent. Its a dying breed. Thats one of the things I like so much about 
aerosente. you guys are producing some really nice, quality airplanes. Seeing the 6 meter stuff you offer now 
tells me you watch the market. Thats something I admire, having a background in marketing.

The most memorable plane was a Byron Christen Eagle. This was my first large scale plane and first Biplane.

Once the Aerotowing bug bit, I started with a 3 meter Pilatus B-4 and the first aerotow was in Lancaster PA. 
That's where I met two guys who would eventually play a major part in the rcaerotowing.com website, Steve 
Pasierb and alex Breitkreutz

Next plane was a 4 meter all molded Discus I purchased off the web. Great airplane!! It would do anything. But 
it was not big enough.

after that event, I attended the Jr aerotow in IL, the "Superbowl" of aerotowing. I had purchased a couple 
larger scale sailplanes from the West Coast and had them sent to this event. The seller, dan Troxell, helped me 
get comfortable with them and that was the start of large planes for me. 

most sailplanes imported from 
Europe come with the retract 

installed. This wheel has a car-
bon fiber fender installed to 

help keep the grass and mois-
ture out of the fuse. Carbon 

fiber also reinforces he under-
carriage area where the landing 

gear was cut out

FEATURE ARTICLE BUFFINGTON
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Neatness is important when run-
ning 20 servos. This dG1000 fuse-
lage has a powerbox system and 
dual receiver. keeping the wires 
organized is a challenge, so an 

inexpensive rhino label machine 
does the job very well.

Since then it was clear, bigger just flies better.

I have either acquired or built many planes in the last 3 years, slowly trimming down my fleet to suit my taste 
and flying style. I found I like fast, sleek gliders, or glass slippers as they are known. I also love the look of dual 
cockpit planes. mix in a nice bent wing woody here and there and I'm in heaven. 

I have been fortunate to be able to find some nice large scale ships, mostly from my buddies on the West 
Coast, purchase them and fly the planes  for a while. If its not my size or style, I then sell them to friends for 
them to enjoy. This works to gain experience for me and to help build the sailplane base here in the USa. 

Today my fleet comprises primarily of 6-10 meter ships. I love my 6.6m Arcus from H-models. I have a Reiher, 
an aSk 13, which is a beauty built by dennis Brandt, a 10.6m Nimbus and a LET aSh 26 along with an antares. I 

FEATURE ARTICLE BUFFINGTON
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my dad posing with the wing from a 6m Condor IV 
I’m building. Bigger sailplanes fly better, but they 

also take more room to build.

drag these around the country in a custom built trailer. I ordered a trailer built to a drawing I provided. my dad 
and I did all the interior work, building the cabinets and shelves. I also incorporated slide out decks that allow 
the planes to come to me instead of me having to climb inside and possibly damage something. I'm getting 
older, I needed an easy way to move the big planes in and out.

Because many sites we fly from are remote, and the worst thing anyone can experience is a broken plane or a 
missing part, I try to keep just about anything you could possibly need in the trailer and cabinets, from extra 
servos, hardware items, wheels, solder tools, irons etc. The idea it to keep people flying, so anyone can access 
the tools and parts. If something goes wrong at an event, come hunt me down and we should be able to get 
you in the air again. If I don't have it, I'm sure one of my buddies will. That's whats so nice about the sailplane 
community, the level of ingenuity and willingness to help is wonderful.

FEATURE ARTICLE BUFFINGTON
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In early June of each the Jr aerotow is held in mon-
tecello IL. This was where I did the maiden flight of 

my 9m dG 1000. Weighing in a 95lbs, it had to have a 
LMA ( large model airplane ) certification, which was 

done just before the aerotow.

To help build the pilot base, I keep a foam Ez Glider ready to pull out and hopefully get new pilots started in 
aerotowing. 

Tow planes consist of a 120cc powered Pilatus Porter, a 100cc Wilga, and a 150cc Powered 38% decathlon. I 
keep a 50cc powered Taxi 2400 in the hanger, but it doesn't get used much. 

as the wingspans in the USa continue to grow, the tow planes will continue to grow. I have seen a tremendous 
increase in wingspan since starting into aerotowing.

as for future planes, projects continue to pile up, like all of us I have a few planes in storage waiting to be as-
semble someday. I plan to finish my 6 m Condor this winter, assemble the 33% Piper Pawnee and get my 5m Fox 
ready for the spring. 

FEATURE ARTICLE BUFFINGTON
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Sitting in storage is an 8 meter aSh 25, 6 meter dg505. 6meter aSG 29, 6 meter aSk 21 all these are new kits 
waiting there turn on the bench. 

I am expecting an 8m duo discus from h-models, but that was ordered over 2 years ago and still has not been 
shipped, but rumor has it the plane will be here this winter, we'll see.

mIkE: Ok, OUr rEadErS arE aLWayS INTErESTEd IN ShOP TOOLS aNd SET-UP. CaN yOU TELL US aBOUT yOUr 
ShOP? TOOLS, maChINES ETC.

LEN: Being a builder, I love power tools. my preferred tools in the model shop are the bench sander, Proxxon ta-
ble saw and bandsaw.  I set up my shop with lots of bench space and power tools around the perimeter. another 
requisite was lots of light. I needed a big open space for setting up the sailplanes, so the bench is in the middle 

FEATURE ARTICLE BUFFINGTON



Fortunately, having a larger shop al-
lows the wings to be assembled inside. 
my Condor IV sits on the bench with the 

center section installed.

of the shop with an auxiliary glass top building table next to it. These ideas came from dave Platt. dave talked 
in one of his videos about setting up a shop. I listened and it has proven very efficient. It was originally put 
together when my friend and I built the rV-6. Once we moved out the rV, the shop sat empty until I returned 
to the hobby. you never have enough room, so I plan to build a separate building soon that will incorporate a 
paint booth in the near future. That's the one problem with the current shop, I can't paint in it. 

2012 looks to be another busy season, we really want to promote aerotowing and continue to build the hobby. 
It's come a long ways in the last couple years, but I think we are on the edge of some major expansion. manu-
facturers have begun to take a look at the market, more and more shops and dealers are carrying scale sail-
planes, like Icare-rc, Soaring USa and Esprit models. These guys are the key to expansion. We need supply. 
We need entry level planes as well as more advanced and high end sailplanes.  Tow planes are springing up all 
around like popcorn. This is a great time to be involved with scale sailplanes. Whether its slope or aerotowing, 

FEATURE ARTICLE BUFFINGTON



Fitted out with multiple sailplanes and a Wilga towplane. The wings 
slide into the letter style racks on the bottom. The whole wing rack 

slides out 8 feet for easy access.

scale sailplanes are becoming more and more sophisticated. The airfoils are changing now, mainly due to the 
advances in GPS triangle racing. The new airfoils are fantastic. The antares, for example, has an airfoil that al-
lows the plane to stay up forever. you can launch in the morning, and stay up all afternoon with a little lift. my 
neck gets sore, so usually I will thermal for a while, then point the nose for the ground and start doing aerobat-
ics. after all, its the launch and landing that I love.

mIkE: LaST QUESTION, WhErE IS yOUr FaVOrITE PLaCE TO FLy?

LEN: honestly, anywhere. Of coarse, the Swiss alps were amazing and I hope to make it back there this sum-
mer. There are some very nice places here on the East Coast to fly though. The SKSS site in Newark Delaware is 
really nice. The thermals there are probably the best around. Jim dolly's site in Cumberland maryland is hands 
down the best for slope and thermals combined. But for me, its more the people. The aerotow sites we visit 

FEATURE ARTICLE BUFFINGTON
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adding the outer panels to the Condor IV, now the shop 
starts to look small.

each year are all fun places to fly, but its about hanging out with your friends, meeting new people and relaxing at 
dinner talking shop. Every year for the last three years I make the pilgrimage ( 17 hr drive ) to Campaign Il for the 
Jr aerotow. This event is the Superbowl for me. I get to see the guys from all around the country for a solid week. 
The Jr/Horizon crew put on a first class aerotow and the flying is superb. This was the first big event I attended, so 
it has some charm there too.

Lastly, I appreciate your interest in me and our aerotowing site. We are looking to expand and develop more sec-
tions of the site. For this, we need some more help. hopefully, some readers may want to step up and help out, we 
welcome that and look forward to a tremendous 2012.

ThaNkS LEN FOr yOUr TImE aNd SharING yOUr PaSSION FOr SCaLE SaILPLaNES aNd GLIdErS. 

IF yOU haVEN’T VISITEd ThE rC aErOTOWING WEB SITE CLICk hErE. yOU’LL FINd 
FORUMS, BUILD LOGS, GALLERYS AND EVENTS. THANKS AGAIN LEN!

FEATURE ARTICLE BUFFINGTON

http://www.rcaerotowing.com/
http://www.rcaerotowing.com/
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Each month we feature a sailplane or glider from the Aerosente fleet. Click on the link below if 
you’d like more information on this model or to purchase any of the items mentioned.

We offer the Condor IV under license from Tom Bode of Germany basedWoodwings.de. Tom created the Con-
dor IV from 10 original plans from alexander Schleicher, Poppenhausen Germany. The kit contains all cnc-rout-
ed parts for the wings and tail surfaces, including parts for trailing edges, triangular webbing for the ailerons, 

spoilers, control surface horns and hinges, laser cut stainless steel fittings for wing attachment, fuselage 
formers, fuselage nose cone, parts for the canopy frame, servo mounts, blown canopy, and sheet material for 

tha canopy. materials used are aircraft grade birch plywood, poplar plywood ( liteply ), balsa and pertinax. 
also included in the kit are a detailed, building instructions, booklet, reduced plans for fuselage, wings, and 

tail surfaces, parts list, and a Cd which contains approx. 500 pictures of the different build stages.

CONDOR IV 6.0M 1:3 SCALE  

We offer the Condor IV under license from Tom Bode of Germany basedWoodwings.de. 

Tom created the Condor IV from 10 original plans from alexander Schleicher, Poppen-

hausen Germany. The kit contains all cnc-routed parts for the wings and tail surfaces, 

including parts for trailing edges, triangular webbing for the ailerons, spoilers, control 

surface horns and hinges, laser cut stainless steel fittings for wing attachment, fuselage 

formers, fuselage nose cone, parts for the canopy frame, servo mounts, blown 

canopy, and sheet material for the canopy. materials used are aircraft grade 

birch plywood, poplar plywood ( liteply ), balsa and pertinax. also 

included in the kit are a detailed, building instructions, 

booklet, reduced plans for fuselage, wings, and tail 

surfaces, parts list, and a Cd which contains approx. 

500 pictures of the different build stages.

CONDOR IV

SAVE $200! WE’VE TAKEN $100 OFF 
THE RETAIL PRICE - PLUS - WE’LL 
PAY $100 FOR SHIPPING. ONLY ONE 

KIT IS BEING OFFERED. EMAIL
BOLT55@AEROSENTE.COM TO ORDER.

IN STOCk - WILL ShIP 
ImmEdIaTELy. OrdEr 

TOday aNd haVE ThIS 
BEaUTy rEady FOr ThE 

2012 SEASON! 

JANUARY 2012
$1,495featured DEAL of the month



featured BUILDof the monthJANUARY 2012

1. This is a build log for our Chuck Gulls. You get 3 gulls in the package - the Reiher, LT-IV and the Ross Stephen RS-1. We will be building the Reiher in the build 
log because it is the most difficult of the three to build.  

CHUCK GULLS
CLICk hErE TO OrdEr ThE $19.95 kIT

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-chuck-gliders/chuck-chuck-gulls/


featured BUILDof the monthJANUARY 2012 CHUCK GULLS
CLICk hErE TO OrdEr ThE $19.95 kIT

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-chuck-gliders/chuck-chuck-gulls/


featured BUILDof the monthJANUARY 2012

2. The first thing you’ll want to do is open the kit and decide which gull to build first. The Reiher will take 3-4 hours to build, the other two 2-3 hours. Make sure 
you read the one-page “Tips” sheet included in the kit and presented above. The only difference in building the three gulls is in the wing root fairing. The “Tip” 
sheet above shows the technique for the LT-IV and the RS-1, this build log will demonstrate the technique for the Reiher.

CHUCK GULLS
CLICk hErE TO OrdEr ThE $19.95 kIT

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-chuck-gliders/chuck-chuck-gulls/


featured BUILDof the monthJANUARY 2012

3. Once you’ve selected the gull you want to start with, go ahead and seperate the parts from the sheet. All parts have “gates” or tabs to hold the parts in 
place for shipment. Use an Exacto blade to cut the gates and seperate the parts. Also, depending upon the type of balsa - the laser may from time to time not 
cut all the way through the wood. In this case use your Exacto blade to trace the line and complete the cut. Don’t worry about making perfect cuts - you’ll be 
sanding all the parts  and removing any burrs or splinters. 

CHUCK GULLS
CLICk hErE TO OrdEr ThE $19.95 kIT

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-chuck-gliders/chuck-chuck-gulls/


featured BUILDof the monthJANUARY 2012

4. We’ll start by laying out the major parts groups and visualize how the parts go together. The only tricky part in building the gulls is building the wing root 
assembly which is where the wing joins the fuselage. Because of the gull wing the assembly needs to be able to take forces that are different than what you’d 
find in a traditional wing. The way we designed the wing root is not unlike a sandwich for the Reiher and a box for the other gulls. The Reiher wing components are 
layed out above. The wing has two pieces - the inner and outer panel. The slotted piece properly locates the wing inside the “sandwich”.

CHUCK GULLS
CLICk hErE TO OrdEr ThE $19.95 kIT

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-chuck-gliders/chuck-chuck-gulls/


featured BUILDof the monthJANUARY 2012

5. You’ll need at least 100, 150 and 200 grit sand paper along with 3/4” hardwood blocks and a couple of brass tubes 1/4” and 3/4” for shaping the wings.   

CHUCK GULLS
CLICk hErE TO OrdEr ThE $19.95 kIT

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-chuck-gliders/chuck-chuck-gulls/


featured BUILDof the monthJANUARY 2012

6. We’ll now start assembling the wing root fairing. The two 1/4” rectangular sections or fillets above and below the 1/8” notched section form the sandwich. 
Make sure you have the orientation correct - the sweeping curved section face aft. Also make sure the wing is properly oriented - the long sweeping curved sec-
tion of the outer wing panel faces aft. (The above photo is for the Reiher - remember the LT-Iv and RS-1 use a “box” system diagrammed in the “Tips” sheet.      

CHUCK GULLS
CLICk hErE TO OrdEr ThE $19.95 kIT

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-chuck-gliders/chuck-chuck-gulls/


featured BUILDof the monthJANUARY 2012

7. Assemble the Reiher wing root sandwich by layer. First glue the inner wing panel to the I/8” notch section. When the glue has set place the bottom 1/4” fillet 
on your work surface. Apply a thin layer of wood glue on the top of the 1/4” fillet and place the notch section and inner wing panel on top of the 1/4” panel. Then 
apply a thin layer of wood glue on top of the 1/8” inner wing panel/notch section and place the top 1/4” fillet on top of that section then clamp the whole assem-
bly and set aside to dry.  
     

CHUCK GULLS
CLICk hErE TO OrdEr ThE $19.95 kIT

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-chuck-gliders/chuck-chuck-gulls/


featured BUILDof the monthJANUARY 2012

8. While the wing root assemblies are drying start prepping the tail surfaces and the fuselage by sanding the edges as indicated in the “Tips” sheet . Use the 
hardwood blocks and start with 100 grit sand paper. The fuselage is 1/4” and gives you a lot of surface to work with. The wing and tail parts are 1/8” and you’ll 
want to remove most of that in order to get the desired airfoil shape.   

CHUCK GULLS
CLICk hErE TO OrdEr ThE $19.95 kIT

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-chuck-gliders/chuck-chuck-gulls/


featured BUILDof the monthJANUARY 2012

9. Sand the 1/4” fuselage edges so that they have an elliptical shape (look at the “tips” sheet). Trial fit the tail parts making sure they fit snug.   

CHUCK GULLS
CLICk hErE TO OrdEr ThE $19.95 kIT

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-chuck-gliders/chuck-chuck-gulls/
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10. Once the wing root sandwich has dried you can start shaping the fillet. Look at the “tips” sheet to see the shape you’re creating. Use masking tape to pro-
tect the wing surface from gouging and scratch as you shape the fillet.

CHUCK GULLS
CLICk hErE TO OrdEr ThE $19.95 kIT

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-chuck-gliders/chuck-chuck-gulls/


featured BUILDof the monthJANUARY 2012

11. The above photo show the wing root fairing after initial shaping. You can see that most of the wood had been removed at the wing edge of the fairing and 
then slopes up to the fuselage edge. This section will have a concave surface when done.  

CHUCK GULLS
CLICk hErE TO OrdEr ThE $19.95 kIT

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-chuck-gliders/chuck-chuck-gulls/


featured BUILDof the monthJANUARY 2012

12. Further shaping of the wing root fairing. The leading and trailing edges have now been shaped. To get the concave surface use a brass tube or other cylinder 
shaped object.

CHUCK GULLS
CLICk hErE TO OrdEr ThE $19.95 kIT

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-chuck-gliders/chuck-chuck-gulls/
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14. Another view showing the leading edge after shaping.

CHUCK GULLS
CLICk hErE TO OrdEr ThE $19.95 kIT

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-chuck-gliders/chuck-chuck-gulls/
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15. Another before and after view.

CHUCK GULLS
CLICk hErE TO OrdEr ThE $19.95 kIT

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-chuck-gliders/chuck-chuck-gulls/
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16. The last step in building the wing root fairing is to sand a bevel into the fuselage edge. The best way to do this is to place the wing root fairing edge at the 
edge of your building board and then elevate the wing edge so that you remove 7-10 degrees of the surface that rests against the fuselage. Refer to the “Tips” 
sheet and make sure you have the parts properly oriented before sanding in the bevel. Dry fit the parts several times to make sure the orientation is correct.  

CHUCK GULLS
CLICk hErE TO OrdEr ThE $19.95 kIT

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-chuck-gliders/chuck-chuck-gulls/
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17. The finished edge ready for mating to the fuselage.   

CHUCK GULLS
CLICk hErE TO OrdEr ThE $19.95 kIT

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-chuck-gliders/chuck-chuck-gulls/
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18. With the wing root fairing completed we now want to assemble the rest of the wing. To do this we will first shape the wing airfoils so that they are consis-
tent on both the inner and outer panels. Make sure to get most of the airfoil shaped before glueing the inner and outer wing panels together.  

CHUCK GULLS
CLICk hErE TO OrdEr ThE $19.95 kIT

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-chuck-gliders/chuck-chuck-gulls/
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19. Before and after images showing the wing shaping of the airfoil. The wing panels are 1/8” so you have alot of wood to work with. Refer to the “Tips” sheet for 
proper airfoil shape and sanding techniques.

CHUCK GULLS
CLICk hErE TO OrdEr ThE $19.95 kIT

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-chuck-gliders/chuck-chuck-gulls/
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20. All the parts are now complete and ready for assembly and final sanding. You’ll notice on the wing root fairing a darker yellow section. I used a wood filler to 
help blend the surfaces and create the shape.  

CHUCK GULLS
CLICk hErE TO OrdEr ThE $19.95 kIT

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-chuck-gliders/chuck-chuck-gulls/
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21. With the wing airfoils shaped it’s now time to glue the wing inner and outer panels together. Once again make sure you have all the surfaces properly ori-
ented, refer to the “Tips” sheet to confirm positioning. You may want to use tape and or pins to dry fit all the surfaces. After confirming positioning sand in the 
wing edge bevel.  

CHUCK GULLS
CLICk hErE TO OrdEr ThE $19.95 kIT

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-chuck-gliders/chuck-chuck-gulls/
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22. Once the bevels have been sanded into the wing panels then go ahead and glue the panels together. Make sure the panels are secured to your work surface 
and the wing tips properly elevated. While the wing panels are drying, go ahead and glue the tail sections to the fuselage. The fuselage needs to be perpendicular 
and parallel to the surface and the tail sections. 

CHUCK GULLS
CLICk hErE TO OrdEr ThE $19.95 kIT

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-chuck-gliders/chuck-chuck-gulls/
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23. Once the wing panels and tail sections are dry, go ahead and dry fit the wings to the fuselage using pins to hold them in place. Use the markings etched by 
the laser on the fuselage to properly locate the wings on the fuselage. Once satisfied with the fit go ahead and glue the wings to the fuselage using pins to hold 
the wings in place. Use blocks of wood to support the wing tips.   

CHUCK GULLS
CLICk hErE TO OrdEr ThE $19.95 kIT

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-chuck-gliders/chuck-chuck-gulls/
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24. When the wings have dried go ahead and finish sand all the surfaces. Consult the “Tips” sheet for finishing and trimming for flight.  

CHUCK GULLS
CLICk hErE TO OrdEr ThE $19.95 kIT

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-chuck-gliders/chuck-chuck-gulls/
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featured PLANOF THE MONTHTHERMIC 70  

CLICk hErE TO OrdEr kIT

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/jasco-thermic-70/kit-s-jasco-thermic-70/
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“VICTOry GIrL” by michael malak

ThE aErOSENTE GLIdEr WOrkShOP                  WWW.aErOSENTE.COm                   © 2011 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

We have a new pin-up photographer for this month michael malak of malak 
Photography. michael does original pin-up photography and has a great 
web site for viewing his work. Click here to visit and order his prints.

featured PIN-UPof the month

http://malakphotography.com/


We are featuring 15 of our kits in this newsletter spanning our product 
range from the new 1:2.5 Scale ka2b  down to our 1:32 Scale “Chuck” 
Schweizers. all of our kits, plans, prints and parts are available for sale 
at www.gliderworkshop.com. Prices are subject to change. Please check 
our online store for current pricing.  

The Aerosente 
Sailplane And 
Glider Fleet

ref: 6800.00 ref: 6800.00 ref: 6800.00

ref: 6800.00 ref: 6800.00 ref: 6800.00

ref: 6800.00 ref: 6800.00 ref: 6800.00

Condor IV 
MAGNIFICENT! We offer the Condor 
IV under license from Tom Bode of 
Germany based Woodwings.

  

Scale      1:3 

Wing Span    6.0m

hull Length    2.5m 

Wing area 2.57 m2

Weight 16kg

Price $1,595

DFS Reiher III 
EXQUISITE! We offer the DFS Reiher 
III under license from Tom Bode of 
Germany based Woodwings.

Scale      1:3 

Wing Span   6.33m

hull Length    2.6m 

Wing area 2.10 m2

Weight 16.5kg

Price $1,495

Slingsby Petrel 
BEAUTIFUL! If there was a beauty 
contest for vintage sailplanes the 
Petrel would win hands down.

Scale      1:3 

Wing Span   5.78m

hull Length    2.41m

rate of Sink .54m/s

Price (Fat) $1195

Price (Skinny) $795

CONDOR REIHER PETREL

http://www.gliderworkshop.com


ref: 6800.00 ref: 6800.00 ref: 6800.00

ref: 6800.00 ref: 6800.00 ref: 6800.00

ref: 6800.00 ref: 6800.00 ref: 6800.00

SGU 1-7 PTERADACTYL
The SGU 1-7 is a vintage pre-WWII 
Schweizer with its open cockpit and 
windscreen. We also sell this in 1:6 
scale.

Scale            1:3 

Wing Span          146”

Wing area                            1200 in2 

Weight 160 oz

Price (Fat) $499.95

SGP 1-1 Primary
The SGP 1-1 is the first Schweizer ever 
made and is patterned after the Ger-
man training gliders of that time. We 
also sell this in 1:6 scale.

Scale            1:3 

Wing Span           128”

hull Length                                        60” 

Weight                                             16lbs

Price (Skinny) $179.95

SGS 1-23 
The SGS 1-23 1:4 scale is one of our 
best selling kits. This is the sailplane 
from the original Thomas Crown affair 
and is available in 1:5 scale too.

Scale            1:4 

Wing Span           158” 

hull Length                                      61.5

Weight                                            10lbs

Price (Skinny) $159.95

ref: 6800.00 ref: 6800.00 ref: 6800.00

ref: 6800.00 ref: 6800.00 ref: 6800.00

ref: 6800.00 ref: 6800.00 ref: 6800.00

Ka2b 
another Tom Bode masterpiece. 
This is the alexander Schleicher 
Ka2b at 1:2.5 scale. Magnificent in 
the air!

Scale   1:2.5 

Wing Span   6.40m

hull Length    3.23m

Weight 22kg

Price  $1,695

Ka6e 
From Tom Bode again the alexan-
der Schleicher ka6e at 1:3 scale is 
5.0 meters at the wingspan making 
building and transporting easy.

Scale      1:3 

Wing Span  5.00m

hull Length    2.22m

Weight 11kg

Price  $999.95

SGS 2-8
The all metal construction and 
strut-braced wing is a classic! 
We also sell this in 1:5 and 1:10 
scales.

Scale    1:2.5 

Wing Span    6.30m

hull Length    3.08m

airfoil NaCa 4412

Price (Skinny) $499.95

KA2B KA6E 2-8 1-7 1-1 1-23



ref: 6800.00 ref: 6800.00 ref: 6800.00

ref: 6800.00 ref: 6800.00 ref: 6800.00

ref: 6800.00 ref: 6800.00 ref: 6800.00

Thermic 50 50X 70
The classic Frank Zaic/Jasco designed 
Thermic 50, 50X and 70 are all here. 
These vintage kits have been updated 
and adapted by Tom martin to build in 
about half the time with self-jigging 
and pre-shaped parts. Each laser cut 
kit comes with the original plans and 
all the parts you need to build each 
model - you supply the covering. all 
three of these kits can be built by a 
beginner. 

“CHUCK” THERMICS
We offer three of John Zaic’s well 
known designs - the Thermic 18 (12.5” 
wingspan”), Thermic 20 (18” wing-
span), and the Thermic “B” (20” wing-
span).These kits come with all laser 
cut parts and instructions. We also 
have online building instructions for 
each kit. These are fabulous beginner 
kits for dads and sons and grandfathers 
and grandsons. 

“CHUCK” SCHWEIZERS 
Great fun for fathers and sons and 
grandfathers and grandsons. We are 
now offering “Chuck” Schweizers - 5 
exact 1-32 scale flat profile gliders. 
Build them and fly them in an hour. 
They fly just like the real sailplane. 
you get laser cut parts for 5 sailplanes 
- the 1-23, 1-26b, 1-26e, 1-34 and the 
2-12 plus full color spec sheets on each 
aircraft and detailed build instructions 
- all for just $19.95 - for all five glid-
ers!

ref: 6800.00 ref: 6800.00 ref: 6800.00

ref: 6800.00 ref: 6800.00 ref: 6800.00

ref: 6800.00 ref: 6800.00

Hall Cherokee 
The hall Cherokee at 1:4 scale is 
a great beginner scale sailplane 
from the standpoint of both build-
ing and flying.  

Scale       1:4 

Wing Span     132”

hull Length    64.9”

Weight 6.5lbs

Price (Fat) $399.95

1-26e 
Our 1-26e is about as scale as it 
gets and comes in 1:4, 1:5 and 1:6 
scales. The 1-26e does great on 
the slopes. 

Scale             1:4 

Wing Span                            120” 

hull Length                     63-3/4”

Weight 105oz

Price (Fat)  $399.95

SGS 2-12 - TG-3A
Jack hiner’s design employs the 
classic military colors showing off 
it’s d-day heritage and it’s striking 
“warbird” colors.

Scale               1:5           

Wing Span                            133”

hull Length  69 3/8” 

Weight 7.5lbs

Price (Fat) $299.95

CHEROKEE 1-26 TG-3A 50 50X 70
$59.95

18 20 “B”
3 FOr $19.95

SCHWEIZERS
3 FOr $19.95




